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Abstract
A global algebraic description of dualizing and residual complexes for projective varieties in
terms of generalized fractions is given and applied to the study of zero-dimensional schemes.
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The theory of generalized fractions has been developed as a generalization of the
usual concept of modules of fractions by Sharp and Zakeri [25] and by Kersken [15].
Since then they have been studied extensively by various people and their general
properties and functorial behaviour may be viewed as being well understood. It has
been realized quite early that they are closely related to local cohomology and Cousin
complexes [26] (cf. also [15]), hence also to Grothendieck duality theory. Based on
the ideas of Grothendieck, R. Hartshorne has developed the abstract framework of this
theory, working with derived categories [8]. Since then numerous eorts have been
made to come to a better understanding and an explicit description of the objects and
maps involved. In case of Cohen{Macaulay varieties, or more generally of Cohen{
Macaulay morphisms (relative) duality may be described by one single sheaf, the
(relative) dualizing sheaf ! (cf. [8, V, (9.7); 16, (21)]). This sheaf has been studied
extensively and described in terms of dierential forms in many cases (cf. [20, 21,
12, 13]). In the non-Cohen{Macaulay case, ! can only be used to describe the \top
part" of duality theory [16, 12, 13]. For the whole theory one needs to work with
dualizing complexes and with their representatives, the so-called residual complexes.
In recent years numerous local descriptions in terms of dierential forms of these
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residual complexes have been given in various degrees of generality (cf. [28, 29, 23, 9,
22]), some of them using adelic constructions, some of them based on local cohomology
modules. In this paper we will develop a global approach for projective morphisms,
using duality theory for graded rings (cf. [27]) and modules of generalized fractions.
So let f :X !Y be a projective morphism of noetherian schemes, equidimensional of
relative dimension d, and let y2Y be a point and EY (y) an OY -injective hull of the
residue class eld k(y). In this situation we will exhibit explicitly a complex RX (y)
of injective OX -modules and an integral
R
X=Y; y :fRX (y)!EY (y) such that for each
coherent OX -module F the induced maps
Dm(F) :Ext−mf (F;R

X (y))!HomOY (RmfF; EY (y))
are isomorphisms. Here Extmf are the derived functors of fHomOX . From this the
results of Kleiman [16] can be recovered quite easily. In case Y has a residual complex,
this construction can be used to obtain a residual complex on X . Instead of looking
at the scheme directly, we will work with its homogeneous coordinate ring. In this
situation an explicit construction of a graded dualizing complex in terms of generalized
fractions will be given, and a corresponding local duality statement will be derived in
a completely elementary fashion, from which the global result will follow. It should
be pointed out that at no place we need to resort to the heavy machinery of derived
categories developed in [8].
Explicit knowledge of dualizing and relative dualizing complexes is of great in-
terest in many applications, for instance when studying intersections of hypersurfaces
in projective spaces (cf. [10]) or when studying dierential operators on schemes or
fundamental classes of subschemes (cf. [29]). Here we will add another application:
The interpretation of global duality as local duality of the ane cone allows to obtain
results about the embedding of X in projective space, in particular about the graded res-
olutions of homogeneous coordinate rings and their canonical modules (cf. also [17]).
Other potential areas of application for this theory may be found in toric varieties in
which case also a particularly explicit description may be derived.
1. Graded Cousin complexes with respect to systems of denominators
There have been various constructions of generalized fractions, due to Sharp=Zakeri
[25, 26] and to Kersken [15, 3] which have been shown to be essentially equivalent
(cf. [4]). Here we will introduce them in a version convenient for later purposes of
this paper:
Let R be a ring. A system SSp2N Rp is called a system of denominators in R
if it satises
(1) S0 = f;g.
(2) If (f1; : : : ; fp)2Sp :=S\Rp, then (f1; : : : ; fj)2Sj for all j2f0; : : : ; pg.
(3) If (f) := (f1; : : : ; fp)2Sp, then S(f) := ffp+1 2R : (f1; : : : ; fp+1)2Sp+1g is a
multiplicative system in R containing 1.
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(4) If (f); (g)2Sp with (g)R (f)R then
{ S(g)S(f),
{ the induced morphism (R=(f)R)S(g)! (R=(f)R)S(f) is bijective.
Suppose now that M is an R-module. Given (f); (g)2Sp with (g)R (f)R we
may write gi=
Pp
j=1 ai; jfj. Then  :=det(ai; j) induces a well-dened morphism
 : (M=(f)M)S(f)! (M=(g)M)S(g) since fi 2 (g) by Cramer’s rule, making f(M=
(f)M)S(f); gf2Sp a directed diagram. Note however that the transition determinants
are in general not uniquely determined, but the colimit of this diagram is well dened.
For p 0 we call
eCpS(M) := lim−!
f2Sp
(M=(f)M)S(f)
the pth-Cousin-module of M with respect to S, and we write
h
m=s
f1 ;:::;fp
i
for the image
of (m+(f)M)=s in this limit and call these expressions residue symbols. The R-module
structure of eCpS(M) is completely determined by
Rules 1.1. (i) For m1; m2 2M and s1; s2 2S(f) we have
m1=s1
f1; : : : ; fp

+

m2=s2
f1; : : : ; fp

=

(s2m1 + s1m2)=s1s2
f1; : : : ; fp

:
(ii) Let f ; g2Sp with (g) (f), let  be a transition determinant from f to g, and
let s2S(f). Then there exists 2R and t 2S(g) with s− t 2 (f), and for all m2M :
m=s
f1; : : : ; fp

=

m=t
g1; : : : ; gp

:
For p=0 we have eC0S(M)=MS1 ; and we set eC−1S (M) :=M and eCpS(M)= (0) for
all p<−1. Note that we have a canonical map " :M! eC0S(M) sending m to h m; i=m=1.
Proposition 1.2 (Kersken [15, (2.4)] and Bruderle [3, (2.10)]). For each p 0 there
exist well-dened R-homomorphisms
dp : eCpS(M)! eCp+1S (M)
with
dp
 "
m=s
f1; : : : ; fp
#!
=
"
m=1
f1; : : : ; fp; s
#
;
and the resulting sequence
eCS(M) : 0!M "−! eC0S(M) d0−! eC1S(M) d1−!  −! eCpS(M) dp−! eCp+1S (M) dp+1−!  
is a complex of R-modules.
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We call eCS(M) the augmented Cousin complex of M with respect to the system S
of denominators. Dening
C
p
S(M) :=
( eCpS(M) for p 0;
0 for p<0
we call CS(M) (with the maps d
) the (unaugmented) Cousin complex of M with
respect to S [15, Section 2]. Kersken actually uses a slightly dierent denition [15,
(2.4)], however [15, (2.5)] shows that it agrees with the above construction.
Here we are mainly interested in Z-graded rings and modules. Let S =
L
n2Z Sn be
a graded noetherian ring, and let M and N be graded S-modules. In this situation
we will write g-HomS(M;N ), etc., to denote the homogeneous homomorphisms of the
graded S-modules M and N . By g-dim(M) we denote the graded dimension of M ,
i.e. the supremum of the lengths of chains of homogeneous primes in S=Ann(M), and
for a homogeneous prime P2Spec(S) we denote by MPh the localization of M in the
multiplicatively closed set of homogeneous elements of SnP.
Let M be a graded S-module. Recall that a sequence (f1; : : : ; fp)2 Sp is called
M -active if for each j=0; : : : ; p and for each p2 supp(M=(f1; : : : ; fj)M) we have
dimSp(Mp) j. It is well known and easy to see that B(M)=
S
Bp(M) with
Bp(M) := f(f1; : : : ; fp)2 Sp : (f1; : : : ; fp) is M -activeg
is a system of denominators (cf. also [15, (1.7)]), the denominator system of M -active
sequences. Similarly, we call a sequence (F1; : : : ; Fp)2 Sp of homogeneous elements
a g-M -active sequence, if g-dimR
Ph
(MPh) j for each j=0; : : : ; p and each homo-
geneous prime P2 supp(M=(F1; : : : ; Fj)M). We note however that the g-M -active
sequences do not form a system of denominators as the following example,
due to M. Bockes shows:
Example 1.3 (Bockes [2]). Let M = S=Z[X ]. Then F := (2X ) and G := (X ) are g-M -
active sequences with (F) (G), and the canonical map
(S=(G)S)S(F)! (S=(G)S)S(G)
is injective but not surjective.
The reason for the failure of the homogeneous active sequences to be a system of
denominators lies in the fact that in general there is no homogeneous version of the
lemma on the avoidance of prime ideals. To circumvent these problems, x a prime
ideal p2Spec(S0) and set
App :=A
p
p ((S=pS)p) := f(F1; : : : ; Fp)2 Spp :
F1; : : : ; Fp are homogeneous and their residue classes
F1; : : : ; Fp form a g-Sp=pSp-active sequenceg:
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Then we have for Ap :=
S
A
p
p :
Lemma 1.4. If S is positively graded, then Ap is a system of denominators in Sp.
In particular; in case S0 is a eld; the system of homogeneous g-S-active sequences
is a system of denominators.
Proof. We may assume that Sp= S, i.e. that S0 is local with maximal ideal p. Properties
(1), (2) and (3) are easy to verify and we only need to show that (4) holds true. So
let (F); (G)2App with (F)S  (G)S. Denoting by residue classes mod p one sees
easily that
S(F) = fFp+1 2 Sp homogeneous such that Fp+1 =2P for any
homogeneous prime ideal P (F) with g-dimSP(SPh)=pg
S(G):
Denote by Up := fP2Spec(S) homogeneous: g-dimS
Ph
(S
P
h)=pgSpec(S), and let
fP1; : : : ;Pmg=Max(Up \V(G))fP1; : : : ;Png=Max(Up \V(F)). Note that Pi \
S0 = p for all i=1; : : : ; n. If Pi=(p; S+) for some i=1; : : : ; n, then n=1, hence m 1
and
S(F)= fFp+1 2 S :Fp+1 is a homogeneous unitg=S(G)
or S=(G)S =0 (if m=0). Otherwise pPi ( (p; S+) for all i=1; : : : ; n. Now let
a2S(G) and assume without loss of generality a2Tni=+1PinSj=1Pj for some 
with m  n. We have to show that a or some power of it is a unit in (S=(G)S)S(F).
We may assume that <n and deg(a)>0. As (G)*Pi for i> and S+*Pi, we
nd by [19, (III.(1.6))] a homogeneous element b2 (G)\Tj=1PjnSni=+1Pi of pos-
itive degree which we may assume to have the same degree as a (after raising a and
b to suitable powers, if necessary). Then a+ b2S(F) and
a+(G)
a+ b
=
a+ b+(G)
a+ b
=(1+ (G))SS(F);
implying that a+(G) is a unit in (S=(G)S)S(F) and the claim of the lemma follows.
From now on we assume that the assumption of Lemma 1.4 is satised, i.e. that S
is positively graded. If in this situation P S is a homogeneous prime with P\ S = p
then ApS
Ph
is a system of denominators as well and the image of Ap in A

pS
Ph
is
a conal subsystem. (This also follows from the homogeneous version of the lemma
on the avoidance of prime ideals as stated in [19, III, (1.6)].) In particulareCAp (M)Ph = eCAp (MPh)= eCApS
Ph
(MPh)
for any Sp-module M with support supp(M)P(pSp).
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Recall that in case M is Cohen{Macaulay all M -active sequences are M -poor se-
quences in the sense of Sharp and Zakeri. This holds true for homogeneous M -active
sequences as well. Furthermore note that obviously all homogeneous active sequences
are active in the usual sense as well.
In this paper we will mainly deal with the following situation: Let R be a noetherian
ring, let S =
L
Sn be a positively graded R-algebra with S0 =R and let p2Spec(R) be
a prime ideal. Furthermore let M be an Rp-module with suppRp(M)= fpg.
Lemma 1.5. In the above situation we have for all l2Z :
eCpAp (M ⊗ S(l)) =MeCpAp (M ⊗ S(l))Ph
=
MeCpA
pS
Ph
(M ⊗ S(l)Ph);
where the sum is taken over all homogeneous primes P2Spec(S) with P\R= p and
g-ht(PS=pS)=p; and where ⊗=⊗R.
Proof. Let F1; : : : ; Fp be an S=pS-active sequence, and let P1; : : : ;Pt be the minimal
homogeneous primes of S=pS over (F1; : : : ; Fp) with Pi \R= p. As M is an Rp-module
with support in p we get a canonical isomorphism
(M ⊗R S(l)=(F)S(l))A(F)=(M ⊗R S(l)=(F)S(l))Ph1     (M ⊗R S(l)=(F)S(l))Pht
by the Chinese remainder theorem (homogeneous version), and the claim follows by
passing to the colimit.
Assume now that (R;m) is local, that in the above situation p=m, that S=R is
Cohen{Macaulay, and that B is the system of S=m-active sequences (in the non-graded
sense). Let A :=Am. Then AB, hence we get a canonical morphism
A;B : eCA(M ⊗ S(l))! eCB(M ⊗ S(l))= eCB(M ⊗ S)
of complexes (where on the right we forget about the grading).
Lemma 1.6. All sequences (f1; : : : ; fp)2B are poor M ⊗R S(l) sequences.
Proof. Let P2Spec(S) with P\R=m. We may assume that f1; : : : ; fp 2P. Then it
is a SP=mSP-regular sequence as S=mS is Cohen{Macaulay. By the local criterion of
atness [18, (B.23)], f1; : : : ; fp is an SP-regular sequence, and SP=(f1; : : : ; fi)SP is at
as an R-module for each i=0; : : : ; p. From the exactness of the sequence
0! SP=(f1; : : : ; fi)SP fi+1−! SP=(f1; : : : ; fi)SP−! SP=(f1; : : : ; fi+1)SP! 0
and the R-atness of SP=(f1; : : : ; fi+1)SP we conclude that also the sequence
0!M ⊗R SP=(f1; : : : ; fi)SP fi+1−!M ⊗R SP=(f1; : : : ; fi)SP
−!M ⊗R SP=(f1; : : : ; fi+1)SP! 0
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is exact. As supp(M ⊗R S)= fP2Spec(S) :P\R=mg this implies inductively that
the sequence f1; : : : ; fp is an M ⊗R S-poor sequence.
Proposition 1.7. A;B is injective and a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. In this situation both A and B consist of M ⊗ S(l)-poor sequences by
Lemma 1.5, implying that for each (F1; : : : ; Fp)2Ap we get a commutative diagram
(M ⊗ S(l)=(F)M ⊗ S(l))B(F)
B; (F)−−−−−! eCpB(M ⊗ S(l))
c= can
x?? A;B x??
(M ⊗ S(l)=(F)M ⊗ S(l))A(F)
A; (F)−−−−−! eCpA(M ⊗ S(l))
in which the maps c; A; (F) and B; (F) are injective. From this it follows that A;B is
injective. By the exactness theorem for generalized fractions of Sharp and Zakeri [26,
(3.3)], both CA(M ⊗ S(l)) and CB(M ⊗ S) are exact resolutions of M ⊗ S(l), hence
A;B is a quasi-isomorphism.
Lemma 1.8. Let (S;m) be a graded local Gorenstein ring; and let F1; : : : ; Fd be a
homogeneous system of parameters of S. Then
g-E(−a(S))= lim−!
t2N
S=(F t1 ; : : : ; F
t
d )
where g-E is a graded-injective hull of S=m; and where a(S) is the a-invariant of the
graded ring S; cf. [5, (2.1.3)].
Proof. By [27, (15.14)], we know that
g-E(−a(S))=Hdm(S)
in the graded sense, as S is graded Gorenstein. As in the non-graded context, local co-
homology modules can be calculated, using Koszul-complexes [27, (13.10)], implying
that
Hdm(S)= lim−!
t2N
S=(F t1 ; : : : ; F
t
d ):
Proposition 1.9. In the above situation let S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] with deg(Xi)= 1. Assume
that M =ER(k(p)) is an R-injective hull of k(p); and let P S be a homogeneous
prime with P\R= p. Assume that g-dim(SPh =pSPh)=d. Then eCdAp (ER(k(p))
⊗R 
n+1S=R )Ph is a graded SPh -injective hull of k(P
h)= SPh =PSPh .
Proof. We may assume that R is local with maximal ideal m= p. First suppose that
(R;m) is a regular local ring, so that a(S)=−(n+1) and S(−(n+1))=
n+1S=R . Let
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r1; : : : ; rm be a regular system of parameters of R, and let F1; : : : ; Fd 2A(S=p) in P. In
this situation we have by Lemma 1.8
g-ES(k(P
h)) = lim−!
t; l2N
(SPh =(r
t
1; : : : ; r
t
m; F
l
1; : : : ; F
l
d)SPh)(−n− 1)
= lim−!
t; l2N
(R=(r t1; : : : ; r
t
m)⊗R SPh =(Fl1; : : : ; Fld)SPh)(−n− 1)
= lim−!
t2N
R=(r t1; : : : ; r
t
m)⊗R lim−!
l2N
(SPh =(F
l
1; : : : ; F
l
d)SPh)(−n− 1)
= ER(k(p))⊗R lim−!
l2N
(SPh =(F
l
1; : : : ; F
l
d)SPh)(−n− 1)
= eCpAp (ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )Ph ;
where the last equality follows form the fact that taking direct limits commutes with
tensor products, and that the powers of F1; : : : ; Fd form a conal subsystem of the
system of homogeneous active sequences of length d modulo any given power of m.
In the general case we may replace R by its completion as ER(k(p))=EbR(k(bp)),
and as
eCdAp (ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )= eCpA
pbR(EbR(k(bp))⊗bR 
n+1(bR⊗RS)=bR):
In this situation we may write R=R0=I for some regular local ring (R0;m0). Set
S0 =R0[X0; : : : ; Xn] and k =R=m=R0=m0. Then
ER(k)=HomR0 (R; ER0 (k))
from which we conclude
eCdAm(ER(k)⊗ S)Ph = eCdAm(HomR0 (R; ER0 (k))⊗R0 S0)Ph
= g-HomS0 (S;
eCdAm0 (ER0 (k)⊗R S)Ph)
= g-HomS0 (S; g-ES0 (k(P
h
0)))
and the claim of the proposition follows.
2. Graded duality and graded dualizing complexes
In this section we will develop very explicitly a special type of duality for graded
rings. Our approach will not use the language of derived categories but work with
means of generalized fractions and injective resolutions (cf. [27] for the abstract theory
of graded dualizing complexes and Sharp [24] for dualizing complexes in the nongraded
situation).
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Let R be a noetherian ring, and let S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] with deg(Xi)= 1 (cf.
Remark 2.10 for a more general situation).
Proposition 2.1. For each p2Spec(R) the complex CAp (ER(k(p))⊗

n+1
S=R ) is a min-
imal graded injective resolution of the S-module ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R .
Proof. We may assume that (R;m) is local with maximal ideal m= p. By Lemma 1.6
any F1; : : : ; Fl 2Al(S=pS) is a poor ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R -sequence. Thus the Cousin-
complex CAp (ER(k(p))⊗

n+1
S=R ) is exact by [26, (3.3)]. It is a complex of graded
injective S-modules, and it is minimal as Cp+1Ap (ER(k(p))⊗

n+1
S=R ) is obviously an es-
sential extension of im(dp).
We set
RS (p) :=C

Ap
(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )[n+1]
where M[i] denotes a shift of the complex M by i places, and we dene a residue
map
ResS=R;p :R0S(p)!ER(k(p))
as follows: We may assume that R is local with maximal ideal p. Given any homoge-
neous system of parameters (F0; : : : ; Fn) of positive degree for S=pS we have
R0S(p)=C
n+1
Ap
(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )= lim−!
t2N
ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R =(F t0 ; : : : ; F tn ):
For any given t the induced map
P :=R[F t0 ; : : : ; F
t
n ]! S
is a nite locally complete intersection, inducing a trace  :
S=R!
P=R, hence by
extension of scalars a trace
 :ER(k(p))⊗R 
S=R!ER(k(p))⊗R 
P=R:
Thus, for
h

F t0 ;:::; F
t
n
i
2R0S(p) write
()=  dF t0    dF tn
with =
P
2Nn+1 F
0
0   Fnn 2ER(k(p))⊗R P and set
ResS=R;p
"

F t0 ; : : : ; F
t
n
#
= (0;:::;0):
The techniques of [11, 12] immediately generalize to show that
ResS=R :R0S(p)!ER(k(p))
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is well dened and homogeneous of degree 0 (cf. also [9] for the nongraded case). In
particular this map does not depend on the special choice of a homogeneous system
of parameters of S=R, used in its construction.
Suppose now that T = S=I for some homogeneous ideal I  S+. Then we set
RT (p)= g-HomS(T;R

S (p))=AnnI (R

S (p))
and we dene
ResT=R;p :R0T (p)!ER(k(p))
to be the composition
AnnI (RS (p))
can−!RS (p)
ResS=R−! ER(k(p)):
Note that RT (p) is a complex of graded injective T -modules. We call R

T (p) a graded
residual complex for T=R at p.
Proposition 2.2. If T =P=J is another homogeneous presentation of T then there
exists a canonical isomorphism
P;S; T :AnnI (RS (p))!AnnJ (RP(p))
such that the following diagram commutes:
Given three presentations T = S=I =P=J =Q=K we have
P;S; T  Q;P; T = Q;S; T :
Proof. Obviously, we may assume that P=R[X0; : : : ; Xn; Y0; : : : ; Ym], that the ideal
J =(I; Y0− g0(X); : : : ; Ym− gm(X)), and that the map P!T factors as
P c= can−! P=K = S!T
where K =(Y0− g0(X); : : : ; Ym− gm(X)). In this situation we have a canonical identi-
cation
P;S; S :RS (p)!AnnK (RP(p))
given by P;S; S
h

F1 ;:::; Fp
i
=
h
d(Y0− g0(X))::: d(Ym− gm(X))  
Y0− g0(X);:::;Ym− gm(X); F1 ;:::; Fp
i
, cf. [14, (2.9)]. This P;S; S in-
duces the desired isomorphism
P;S; T :AnnI (RS (p))!AnnI (AnnK (RP(p)))=AnnJ (RP(p)):
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By the adjunction formula [14, (2.3)] we have
ResP=R;p
"
d(Y0− g0(X)) : : : d(Ym− gm(X))  
Y0− g0(X); : : : ; Ym− gm(X); F1; : : : ; Fn+1
#
=ResS=R;p [F1; : : : ; Fn+1]
for 2ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R , implying the commutativity of the diagram in Proposition 2.2.
The cocycle-relation is immediate by the construction of P;S; T .
After this preparation we are now in the position to give an elementary proof of the
following duality statement:
Theorem 2.3. For any nite graded T -module M the canonical map
M :M ⊗LR ER(k(p))! g-HomT (g-HomT (M ⊗LR ER(k(p));RT (p));RT (p))
is a quasi-isomorphism
Proof. By the g-Hom−⊗-adjointness we may assume that T =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] in which
case RT (p) is a minimal injective resolution of ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1T=R . Note that in this
situation g-HomT (R

T (p);R

T (p)) is a complex of at T -modules. It obviously suces
to show the claim for M =T . Write E :=ER(k(p)) for short. In this case  decomposes
canonically as
T ⊗R E −! g-HomT (g-HomT (T ⊗R E; 
n+1T=R ⊗R E); 
n+1T=R ⊗R E)
−! g-HomT (g-HomT (T ⊗R E;RT (p));RT (p));
where  is given by (t⊗ e)(l)= l(t⊗ e). By looking at the homogeneous compo-
nents we see easily that  is an isomorphism, and  is a quasi-isomorphism by
Proposition 2.1.
Using the above dened notion of residues, we obtain the following version of
relative graded duality which is a key ingredient in our elementary approach to duality
theory for projective morphisms.
Theorem 2.4. For any nite graded T -module M the map ResT=R;p induces for each
l2Z canonical isomorphisms
Dl : g-ExtlT (M;R

T (p))! g-HomR(H−lT+ (M); ER(k(p));
where R and ER(k(p)) are trivially graded.
Proof. We may assume that (R;m) is local with maximal ideal m= p. Write T = S=I
for S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn]. As RT (p) is a complex of graded injective T -modules we have
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canonical isomorphisms
g-ExtlT (M;R

T (p)) = Hl(g-HomT (M; g-HomS(T;RS (p)))
= Hl(g-HomS(M;RS (p))
= g-ExtlS(M;RS (p))
and
H−lT+ (M)
= H−lS+ (M):
Thus it suces to show the claim for T = S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn], i.e. by Proposition 2.1 it
suces to show that ResS=R induces isomorphisms
Dl : g-Extl+(n+1)S (M;ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )! g-HomR(H−lS+ (M); ER(k(p)):
To this end note that the denition of residues easily implies that ResS=R induces for
each t 2N homogeneous isomorphisms
ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R =(X t0 ; : : : ; X tn)
n+1S=R !HomR(S=(X t0 ; : : : ; X tn)S; ER(k(p))):
Passing to the graded projective limit and using the fact that ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R is
graded complete, we get an isomorphism
ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R ! g-HomR(Hn+1S+ (S); ER(k(p))):
Starting from here we proceed along the line of [11, (3.4), (3.5)] to obtain the claim
of the theorem.
In the non-graded case, modules of generalized fractions with respect to active
sequences have been studied very frequently. The following result shows that concrete
calculations may be reduced to calculations with such generalized fractions. Let again
S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn], T = S=I and let p2Spec(R). Denote by B the system of denomi-
nators of S=pS-active sequences in S (in the non-graded sense). Then the comparison
morphism A;B of Lemma 1.6 induces a canonical map of complexes
 :RT (p)!HomS(T;CB(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R ))[n+ 1]
for which we have
Proposition 2.5.  is injective and a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. As A;B is injective, so is . By Proposition 1.7 A;B is a quasi-isomorphism.
Hence, CB(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R ) is an injective resolution of ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R in the
non-graded sense (as follows from the non-graded version of Proposition 1.9). Thus,
 is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 2.6. Suppose that R is excellent without embedded components,and that T=R is
generically smooth, equidimensional of relative dimension d+1 and locally a complete
intersection at p. Assume that T has no embedded components. Then the sheaf !d+1T=R
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of regular dierential forms of T=R is well dened (cf. [20]) and a graded T -module
(cf. [12]), and the adjunction map [14, Section 2], induces a canonical isomorphism
CAp (ER(k(p))⊗ !d+1T=R )!RT (p):
This can be shown directly, following the line of arguments of [14, Section 2], or it
can be deduced via Proposition 2.5 from the corresponding result in the non-graded
case.
Assume now that Y is a noetherian scheme, and let f:X := Proj(S)!Y be a
projective morphism for some graded OY -algebra S=
L
n2NSn. Let y2Y , let U =
Spec(R)Y be an open ane neighbourhood of y and let p2Spec(R) be the prime
ideal of y. Then f−1(U )=Proj(S) for S =S(U ). Write  :f−1(U )!X for the in-
clusion and set
RX (y) := (RS (p)[−1])
where eM denotes the sheaf on Proj(S) associated to a graded S-module M . Note that
RX (y) is obviously independent of the choice of an ane neighbourhood of y and of
the presentation of S.
Lemma 2.7. For l2Z let
Fl := fx2X :f(x)=y and codim(fxg; X (y))=−lg
where X (y)=X Y Spec(k(y)) is the bre of f at y. For a point x2X denote by
EX (k(x)) an OX; x-injective hull of k(x). Then
 (U;RlX (y))=
M
x2U\Fl
EX (k(x))
for U X open.
Proof. In view of 1.5 and 1.9 it suces to show for S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] and P2Proj(S)
with P\R= p and ht(PS=pS)=d that CdAp(ER(k(p))⊗R 

n+1
S=R )(P) is an S(P)-injective
hull of S(P)=PSPh \ S(P) =: k(Ph)0, where M(P) denotes the degree-0-component of
MPh . For this let F1; : : : ; Fd be a homogeneous system of parameters of SPh =pSPh ,
let ti := deg(Fi) and assume that X0 =2P. Setting fi :=Fi=X ti0 , i=1; : : : ; d, we conclude
from the rules for calculations with generalized fractions
CdAp
(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )(P)
=
0@lim−!
l2N
(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )Ph

((Fl1; : : : ; F
l
d)ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )Ph
1A
0
= lim−!
l2N
(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )(P)=(flr ; : : : ; fld)(ER(k(p))⊗R 
n+1S=R )(P)
and this is an S(P)-injective hull of k(P
h)0, cf. [9, (3.8)].
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We now dene a morphismZ
X=Y; y
:fRX (y)!EY (y)
as follows: Let U =Spec(R) by an ane open neighbourhood of y, let pR be the
prime of y, and let S =S(U ). Then
R
X=Y; y is dened to be the composition
 (f−1(U );RX (y))= (R

S (p)[−1])0 d−! (R+1S (p)[−1])0
ResS=R;p−! ER(k(p)):
Obviously
R
X=Y; y is a morphism of complexes.
Denoting by f! the right adjoint functor of Rf in the sense of Grothendieck duality
theory, and by trf the corresponding trace, we are now in the position to prove
Theorem 2.8. The pair (fRX (y);
R
X=Y; y) represents (f
!EY (y);Trf(EY (y))); i.e. for
each l2Z and each coherent OX -module F the integral
R
X=Y;y induces a canonical
isomorphism
Dl(F) : Ext−lf (F;R

X (y))!HomOY (RlfF; EY (y)):
Proof. We may assume that Y =Spec(R), X =Spec(S) and F= eM for some nitely
generated graded S-module M . As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we reduce to the
case S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn]. In this situation the result follows easily from Serre’s explicit
calculations of the cohomology of Pn. For the convenience of the reader we sketch
the proof. First suppose that l= n. In this case we get by direct calculation (using
cf. the techniques of [7, III, Section 5]) isomorphisms of R-modulesM
l2Z
Ext−nOX (OX (l);R

X (y))= g-Ext−(n+1)S (S;RS (p))
and M
l2Z
HomOY (R
nfOX (l); ER(k(p)))= g-HomR(Hn+1S+ (S); ER(k(p)))
and this isomorphism identies
L
Dn(OX (l)) with Dn+1(S) of Theorem 2.4, showing
that Dn(OX (l)) is an isomorphism for each l2Z. Using a presentation
sM
j=1
OX (−kj)!
tM
i=1
OX (−li)!F! 0
we conclude from this and the ve-lemma that Dn(F) is an isomorphism as well. As
both sides are universal -functors, and as the Dl dene a morphism of -functors this
implies that Dl(F) is an isomorphism for all l2Z.
Remark 2.9. In case X=Y is Cohen{Macaulay at y and equidimensional of relative
dimension d, the complex RX (y) is acyclic and a resolution of the sheaf f
!EY (y)[d]
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of Kleiman [16, (1)]. Hence we recover the isomorphisms
Extd−mf (F; f
!EY (y))!HomOY (RmfF; EY (y)):
If X=Y satises in addition the assumptions of [12], so that the sheaf !dX=Y of regular
dierential forms of X=Y is dened, we have
f!EY (y)= !dX=Y ⊗OX fEY (y)[d]
and 2.8 specializes to [12, (4.2)].
Remark 2.10. Assume that Y =Spec(R) is an excellent ane Gorenstein-scheme with-
out embedded components and X =Proj(S) with a graded R-algebra S without em-
bedded components such that S=R is generically smooth, equidimensional of relative
dimension n+ 1 and Cohen{Macaulay. In this case the sheaf !n+1S=R of relative regular
dierential forms is well dened. In this situation Proposition 1.9 holds true with 
n+1S=R
replaced by !n+1S=R (using the fact that !
n+1
S=R is a Gorenstein-S-module and a canonical
module of S), and thus Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.8, Remark 2.6
and Lemma 2.7 carry over to this more general situation as well. (For Proposition 2.2
a more general adjunction formalism in the sense of [14] is required, cf. [2]).
In particular we obtain explicit descriptions of relative dualizing complexes in case
X =P(Q) is a weighted projective space (S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] with deg(Xi)= qi>0), or
more generally for toric varieties P in which case both a homogeneous coordinate ring
and its module of regular dierentials are well known (cf. [1, Section 2]). Residues
and duality for toric varieties proved to be very useful tools in the study of resultants
or of regular functions on tori, and thus explicit descriptions of residual complexes and
duality is useful in this context as well.
Suppose now that a residual complex on R exists (cf. [24]). Let RR be a residual
complex of R and assume that it is normalized in the sense of [28, appendix], i.e. that
R
p
R =
M
dim(R=p)=−p
RR(p)
where RR(p) is an R-injective hull of k(p), and that the dierentiation of RR is given
by R-linear maps p;q :RR(p)!RR(q) for primes p q in R with ht(q=p)= 1. The
above constructions now can be used to construct a residual complex on projective
Y =Spec(R)-varieties. First suppose S =R[X0; : : : ; Xn] and X =Proj(S). We set
R
−p
S :=
M
l+t=p
M
dim(R=p)=l
CtAp
(RR(p)⊗R 
n+1S=R ):
For given p; q2Spec(R) with ht(q=p)= l it is possible to construct explicitly maps
p;q :CtAp(RR(p))⊗R 

n+1
S=R )!Ct−l+1Ap (RR(q)⊗R 

n+1
S=R )
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describable explicitly in terms of generalized fractions and their dierentiation and the
dierentiation of RR , making (R

S ; f(p;q)g) a double complex, such that the associated
simple complex (RS ; 

S) is a residual complex for S, i.e. it holds:
Theorem 2.11 (Bockes [2]). The complex (RS ; 

S) is a minimal graded injective
resolution of RR⊗R 
n+1S=R [n+ 1].
Let T = S=I be a graded R-algebra, and let f :X =Proj(T )!Y =Spec(R). Set
RT :=HomS(T;R

S)=AnnI (R

S)RS
and let T be the induced dierential on R

T . Then R

T is a complex of graded injective
T -modules, and we get a complex
RX := ](RT [−1])
of injective OX -modules. As OX -modules
RX =
M
y2Y
RX (y)[codimY (y)]
and thus the local integrals
R
X=Y; y :fRX !RY (y) induce a morphismZ
X=Y
:fRX !RY :
This construction now generalizes to projective schemes f : Proj(T)!Y over arbitrary
noetherian base schemes Y having a normalized residual complex, and it satises
Theorem 2.12 (Residue theorem, Bockes [2]). Let Y be a noetherian scheme possess-
ing a normalized residual complex RY ; and let f : Proj(T)!Y be a projective mor-
phism. Then RX is a residual complex on X and
R
X=Y :fRX !RY is a morphism of
complexes.
From this it now follows directly or from Theorem 2.8 via a spectral sequence
argument.
Corollary 2.13. For each coherent OX -module F the integral
R
X=Y induces a quasi-
isomorphism
D(F) : HomOX (F;R

X )!HomOY (RfF;RY ):
Remark 2.14. More about residual complexes, their explicit construction via mod-
ules of generalized fractions and applications, in particular to projective schemes over
Dedekind schemes, will be found in [2].
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3. Applications
In this section we restrict ourselves to the case of projective space Pnk over an alge-
braically closed eld k and its homogeneous coordinate ring. In this case we will give
a few elementary examples to indicate the usefulness of having explicit constructions
of (graded) dualizing complexes. Explicit knowledge of canonical modules has been
used extensively in the study of numerical invariants of special projective varieties (cf.
[17]). Residual and graded residual complexes give even ner tools in this subject. For
example for nite sets of points explicit systems of equations to calculate their graded
Betti-numbers can be derived.
In the above situation graded free resolutions of graded S = k[X0; : : : ; Xn]-modules
B, in particular of the homogeneous coordinate rings of subschemes of Pnk are of
great interest and have been studied extensively over the last few years. The Koszul
cohomology groups Kp; q(B; V ) as introduced by Mark Green [6] proved to be very
useful in this context. Here we will apply graded duality to study these groups.
We think of S as S = S(V ), the symmetric algebra over V = k X0      k Xn. In
this case Kp; q(B; V )= g-TorSp(k; B)p+q, cf. [5, (1.6.4)]. We note that the denition
of Koszul cohomology groups immediately generalizes to complexes B of graded
S-modules, bounded above, and that we also have Kp; q(B; V ) = g-TorSp(k; B
)p+q
(where the g-Tor on the right side denotes the graded hyper-Tor).
Let A(S) be the system of denominators of homogeneous S-active sequences
(cf. Lemma 1.4), let RS =C

A(S)(

n+1
S=k )[−n− 1] be the graded dualizing complex con-
structed in Section 2, and for a complex M of graded S-modules set RS (M
) :=
g-HomS(M
;RS) (viewed as a simple complex of graded S-modules).
Proposition 3.1. In the above situation we have for each complex Mof graded S-
modules; bounded above and with nite cohomology
g-TorSp(k;M
)q =Homk(g-ExtpS (k;RS (M))−q; k)
and for each complex N  of graded S-modules; bounded below with nite cohomology
g-ExtpS (k; N
)q =Homk(g-TorSp(k;RS (N ))−q; k):
Proof. Choosing a graded free resolution F!M we may assume that M is a com-
plex of nite and free S-modules, bounded above, with bounded and nite cohomology.
Denoting by E a graded S-injective hull of k, (i.e. E=Cn+1A(S)(
n+1S=k )[−n−1]), we obtain
g-HomS(k;R

S (M
)) = g-HomS(k ⊗S M;RS)
= g-HomS(k ⊗S M; E)
= g-HomS(M; S)⊗S g-HomS(k; E)
= g-HomS(M; S)⊗S k:
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Passing to cohomology (and keeping track of all shifts in degree) gives
g-ExtpS (k;R

S (M
))q = Hp(g-HomS(M; S)⊗S k)q
= Homk(g-TorSp(k;M)−q; k):
This implies the rst formula. As the canonical map M!RS (RS (M)) is a quasi-
isomorphism by Theorem 2.3, the second claim follows from the rst.
Remark 3.2. The proof of Proposition 3.1 obviously generalizes to any graded local
ring S having a graded dualizing complex RS . Denoting by l; i(M
) resp. l; i(M)
the graded Bass- resp. Betti-numbers of a complex M of graded S-modules with nite
cohomology we thus recover from Propositon 3.1 for any graded local ring S having
a (graded) dualizing complex (cf. [27, (14.35)]):
l; i(M)= l;−i(RS (M)) for any M bounded above;
l; i(M)= l;−i(RS (M)) for any M bounded below:
Applying Proposition 3.1 to Koszul cohomology we obtain the following duality
result:
Theorem 3.3. For any complex M of graded S-modules with nite cohomology and
bounded above we have canonical isomorphisms
Kp; q(M; V )=Homk(Kn+1−p;−q(RS (M
); V ); k):
Proof. Denote by K(X; S) the graded Koszul-complex with respect to X0; : : : ; Xn
(which is a homogeneous resolution of k), and by K(X; S) := g-HomS(K(X; S); S)
(which is a homogeneous resolution of g-Extn+1S (k; S)[−n − 1]= k(−n − 1)[−n − 1]).
Then we have by Proposition 3.1 (in view of the remarks preceding Theorem 3.1):
Kp; q(M; V ) = Homk(g-ExtpS (k;RS (M))−p−q; k))
= Homk(Hp(g-HomS(K(X; S);RS (M))−p−q; k)
= Homk(Hp(K(X; S)⊗S RS (M))−p−q; k)
= Homk(g-TorS−p(k(−n− 1)[−n− 1];R(M))−p−q; k)
= Homk(g-TorSn+1−p(k;R(M))n+1−p−q; k)
= Homk(Kn+1−p;−q(RS (M); V ); k):
Of particular interest in this context is the case of subvarieties of Pnk and their
homogeneous coordinate rings. To this end we have
Corollary 3.4. Let Z Pnk be a subscheme (not necessarily reduced); and let R= S=I
be its homogeneous coordinate ring. Then
Kp; q(R; V )=Homk(Kn+1−p;−q(RR; V ); k):
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In particular if Z is reduced; equidimensional of dimension d and arithmetically
Cohen{Macaulay then we recover
Kp; q(R; V )=Homk(Kn−d−p;−q(!d+1R=k ; V ); k):
Most questions about Betti numbers and graded free resolutions of subschemes of
Pnk may be reduced to the case of zero-dimensional subschemes (by general hyperplane
sections). Passing to graded dualizing complexes \separates the points of Z", thus in
this case the results obtained so far may be used eectively for computational purposes:
Let Z Pnk be a reduced subscheme of dimension 0, Z = fP1; : : : ; Prg. We may
assume that Z D+(X0), we write Pi=(a(i)0 ; a(i)1 ; : : : ; a(i)n ) with a(i)0 = 1, and we set
l(i)t :=Xt − a(i)t X0. Denoting by R the homogeneous coordinate ring of Z we have for
its graded dualizing complex
RR : 0!
rM
i=1
R−1R;Pi
−1−! R0R! 0:
Here −1 is surjective (as R is Cohen{Macaulay), and R−1R;Pi has a k-vector space basis
ei; t =
"
X t−10 dX0 : : : dXn
l(i)1 ; : : : ; l
(i)
n
#
; t 2Z
where each ei; t is homogeneous of degree t. The maps −1i :R
−1
R;Pi !R0RR0S are given
by
−1i (ei; t)=
8><>:
0 for t  1;"
dX0 :::dXn
X 1−t0 ;l
(i)
1 ;:::;l
(i)
n
#
for t  0:
As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.4, the residue map ResS=k induces
non-degenerate homogeneous pairings

n+1S=k =(X
t)
n+1S=k  S=(Xt)! k
hence an isomorphism
S = g-Homk(Hn+1S+ (
n+1S=k ); k); s 7!
 "
!
F0; : : : ; Fn
#
7!ResS=k
"
s!
F0; : : : ; Fn
#!
implying that the following conditions are equivalent for 1; : : : ; r 2 k:
(1)
Pr
i=1 iei; t 2 ker(−1).
(2)
rX
i=1
iResS=k
"
sdX0  dXn
X 1−t0 ; l
(i)
1 ; : : : ; l
(i)
n
#
=0
for any s2 S homogeneous of degree −t.
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(3)
Pr
i= 1 i(a
(i)
0 )
0   (a(i)n )n =0 for any 2Nn+1 with 0 +   + n=−t.
As R is a graded Cohen{Macaulay ring, RR is a graded injective resolution of !
1
R=k ,
the canonical module of R=k, which is frequently used in the study of zero-dimensional
subschemes of Pnk (cf. [17]), and if we dene a
(n+t
t
 r-matrix A=A(Z; t) by
A(Z; t)(j0 ;:::; jn); i=(a
(i)
0 )
j0   (a(i)n ) jn (i=1; : : : ; r; j0 +   + jn= − t)
we get from the above
Proposition 3.5. There is a canonical isomorphism
(!1R=k)t =ker(A(Z;−t)):
In particular for t<−r:
(!1R=k)t =(0)
and for t>0:
(!1R=k)t =
rM
i=1
(R−1R;Pi)t :
As Koszul cohomology can be described explicitly in terms of systems of linear
equations, this and Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 reduce the problem of calculat-
ing the groups Kp; q(R; V ) to a nite-dimensional problem in linear algebra, involving
equations in the homogeneous coordinates of the points P1; : : : ; Pr only:
The Koszul-cohomology groups Kp; q(RR; V ) (p+q= ) are the cohomology groups
of the simple complex Kos(R

R) associated to the double complex
Vp+1V ⊗R0; q−1R d 0p+1; q−1−−−−−! VpV ⊗R0; qR d 0p; q−−−−−! Vp−1V ⊗R0; q+1R
id⊗ −1q−1
x?? id⊗ −1q x?? id⊗ −1q+1 x??Vp+1V ⊗R−1; q−1R −d−1p+1; q−1−−−−−!VpV ⊗R−1; qR −d−1p; q−−−−−!Vp−1V ⊗R−1; q+1R
where dp; q denotes the usual Koszul-derivation (cf. [6]). This complex Kos

(R

R) has
Kos(R
0
R) as a subcomplex, and the quotient complex is isomorphic to Kos

(R
−1
R ),
which is exact as X0 is a unit in SPi for each i=1; : : : ; r. Thus, we may restrict ourselves
to calculate the complex Kos(R
0
R) and its cohomology. We get a commutative diagram
of complexes
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Vp+1V ⊗R0; q−1R d 0p+1; q−1−−−−−! VpV ⊗R0; qR d 0p; q−−−−−! Vp−1V ⊗R0; q+1R
id⊗ −1q−1
x?? id⊗ −1q x?? id⊗ −1q+1 x??Vp+1V ⊗R−1; q−1R d−1p+1; q−1−−−−−!VpV ⊗R−1; qR d−1p; q−−−−−!Vp−1V ⊗R−1; q+1R
with the maps id⊗ −1q being surjective by the exactness of RR and the bottom row
being exact. From this we conclude
Kp; q(RR; V ) = ker(d0p; q)=im(d0p+1; q−1)
= ker(id⊗ −1q−1 d−1p; q)=(im(d−1p+1; q−1) + ker(id ⊗ −1q )):
and a simple manipulation shows
dim(Kp; q(RR; V )) = dim(ker(id⊗ −1q jker(d−1p; q)))
+dim(ker(id⊗ −1q+1jker(d−1p−1; q+1)))
−

n+ 1
p

dim((!1R=k)−q):
By the exactness of the Koszul-complex Kos(R
−1
R ) we see that a basis of ker(d
−1
p; q)=
im(d−1p+1; q−1) is given by ei; q−1X0 ^ l(i)1 ^    ^ l
(i)
p
, i=1; : : : ; r, 1  1<  <p  n.
Thus if we dene the
(n+1
p
  (n+qq  r  (np-matrix M =M (Z; p; q) by
M(;);(i;) =
8>>>><>>>>:
(−1)a(i) (a
(i)
0 )
0   (a(i)n )n if 1 = 0; j+1 = j for j<;
j = j for j>;
a(i)0 (a
(i)
0 )
0   (a(i)n )n if j = j for all j=1; : : : ; n;
0 otherwise;
where =(1; : : : ; p)2Np with 0  1<  <p  n, =(0; : : : ; n)2Nn+1 with
0 +    + n= q and =(1; : : : ; p)2Np with 1  1<  <p  n, we conclude
from the above
Theorem 3.6. For the graded Betti-numbers p;p+q of Z Pnk we have
p;p+q = dim(ker(M (Z; n+ 1− p; q))) + dim(ker(M (Z; n− p; q− 1)))
−

n+ 1
p

dim(ker(A(Z; q))):
Remark 3.7. (i) Generically the matrices A(Z; t) have maximal rank.
(ii) The matrices M (Z; p; q) may be viewed as dening generalized Koszul-relations.
(iii) ker(M (Z; p; q))= (0) for q>r, or, more generally, ker(M (Z; p; q))= (0) for any
q2N with (!1R=k)−q=0.
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(iv) The matrices involved consist mainly of blocks of zeroes. There are special
algorithms, much more eective than the general Gau-algorithm to deal with this
situation.
(v) Assume that Z consists of s points in generic position, and dene the integer
t by  
n+ t − 1
t − 1
!
 s<
 
n+ t
t
!
:
Then p;p+q=0 unless q= t− 1 or q= t. In this case it suces to calculate the linear
part of the resolution, i.e. the Betti-numbers p;p+t−1, and in this situation the above
matrices are often in a range accessible to explicit (computer) calculations.
Remark 3.8. The same approach applies to nite subschemes of weighted projective
spaces and their graded Betti-numbers.
Remark 3.9. Explicit global descriptions of residual complexes are useful in many
other areas as well. For instance, it may be used to describe fundamental classes of
subschemes of projective varieties more explicitly and study them with purely algebraic
means.
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